This paper presents a powerful vehicle detection technique employing a novel scene-specific sliding windows strategy. Unlike conventional approaches focusing on only appearance characteristics of vehicles, the proposed detection method also utilizes actually observable size-patterns of vehicles in a road. In our work, good data to train the size-patterns, i.e., size information of non-interacting moving-blobs are first collected based on the developed blob-level analysis technique. Then, a new region-wise sequential clustering algorithm is performed to train and maintain the size-pattern model, which is utilized to deform shapes of the sliding windows scenespecifically at each image position. All the proposed procedures operate full-automatically in real-time without any assumptions, and allow us to achieve more accurate and computationally efficient detection of vehicles in multiple scales and aspect-ratios. In the experiments on the real-time highway system, we found that performance of the proposed method is excellent in the aspects of detection accuracy and processing time.
INTRODUCTION
Although considerable progress has been made in object detection over last decade, real-time vehicle detection in surveillance system still remains a great challenging task. For this functionality to be utilized in the practical intelligent transport systems (ITS), we need to effectively handle the significant appearance variability of vehicles. The appearance variability is mainly caused by 1) severe intra-class variation, 2) unconstrained multiple viewpoints and 3) diverse vehicle subclasses such as sedan, truck, bus, etc. As a solution for these issues, sliding window based approaches are the most widely used because of its superior performance (VOC, 2007) . In this technique, detection is treated as localized classification, where we apply a pre-trained classifier function to all image regions and then find locally optimized locations as detection results.
Numerous types of classifiers have been adopted for more elaborate object-class detection. For instance, boosted cascades of Harr-wavelet filters (Viola and Jones, 2001; Mikolajczyk et al., 2004; Tuzel et al., 2007; Brubaker et al., 2008) , support vector machine with histogram of gradient features (Dalal, 2006; Dalal et al., 2006) , and exemplar shape models (Stenger et al., 2006; Chum and Zisserman, 2007; Gavrila, 2007) were employed. Although these classifiers can successfully model intra-class variation, they still suffer from unexpected viewpoint changes (Su et al., 2009) . To overcome this drawback, more sophisticated techniques were proposed such as methods utilizing a set of classifiers for each viewpoints (Thomas et al., 2006; Kushal et al., 2007; Liebelt et al., 2008) , and applying 3D model structures (Savarese and FeiFei, 2007; Yan et al., 2007; Su et al., 2009 ). More recently, viewpoint-specified classifiers using implicit hierarchical boosting (Perrotton et al., 2011) , and using a deformable partbased approach (Felzenszwalb et al., 2010) were proposed. However, these approaches are not also suitable for ITS applications, because they require highresolution vehicle sub-images and high computational costs (Feris et al., 2011b) .
In order to better deal with challenges in real road environments, Feris et al. proposed a detection method based on the scene-unique classier (Feris et al., 2011a; Feris et al., 2011b) . In their approach, because all training samples are collected per camera-view semi-automatically, not only intra-class variation and but also geometric viewpoint information can be effectively handled. In addition, it over- In this method, all numbered red-boxes are exhaustively investigated to address the aspect-ratio issue; (c) The proposed scene-specific scheme. Only trained vehicle-size templates are taken into consideration for detection. White grids describe cell structure employed for S3W-pattern modeling.
comes performance degradation due to various vehicle subclasses by adopting a new search window deforming its shapes according to pre-defined aspectratios (Feris et al., 2011b) . However, this method also has a limitation that user should manually adjust appropriate aspect-ratio ranges whenever a surveillance camera-scene is changed.
In our work, we propose a novel vehicle detection method based on the scene-specific sliding window, namely S3W. A key contribution of our work is the effective pattern modelling with S3W providing three fundamental advantages. First, it enables a system to learn and update actually observable vehicle aspect-ratio information without any user-settings. Based on this feature, Feris et al.'s method (Feris et al., 2011b) can be easily extended so that appropriate aspect-ratio ranges are automatically determined depending on given scene contexts. Second, S3W-based models allow us to achieve more compact operation. Unlike existing methods based on the conventional sliding window (Viola and Jones, 2001; Breuel, 1992; Keysers et al., 2007; Lampert et al., 2008; Blaschko and Lampert, 2008) , the proposed detection method does not investigate detection responses for all scale-spaces (Adelson et al., 1984) since the constructed pattern models offer region-wised cues for real vehicle scale estimation. Finally, the proposed S3W-based image-scan strategy is greatly flexible in choosing classifiers. Ours can be combined with other conventional classifiers (Viola and Jones, 2001; Dalal, 2006; Stenger et al., 2006; Perrotton et al., 2011; Felzenszwalb et al., 2010) without any assumptions. Based on these advantages, the proposed detection technique accomplishes more accurate and computationally efficient performance under diverse real traffic-monitoring environments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes employed classifier learning methodologies, and Section 3 explains details of the proposed vehicle detection procedures. Several experimental results are given to validate our approach in Section 4, and concluding remarks are presented in the last Section 5.
CLASSIFIER LEARNING
We employ the concept of the scene-unique classifier based detection (Feris et al., 2011b) , where all training samples are extracted from specific camera scenes to effectively address intra-class variation and unconstrained viewpoints. To construct a training data set, whenever a frame is captured, we first collect foreground bounding-box images (Noh and Jeon, 2012) and arbitrary sized background images. Then, collected samples are normalized to have 48×48 size, and then false positive samples are removed manually. In our work, these procedures are performed for 10,000 frames resulting 200∼400 initial positive, 100∼150 pruned positive and 1,000∼1,500 negative samples. The final vehicle classifier is produced through the HOG-descriptor based Linear-SVM (Dalal, 2006) in several minutes.
PROPOSED METHOD
Standard sliding window approaches have been chosen for many years for accurate object detection (Viola and Jones, 2001; Dalal, 2006; Boykov et al., 2001; Alexe and Ferrari, 2011) . Here, a searching window shape is kept constantly, and sub-image hypothesises in all scale space images are considered as candidate detections. However, this methodology cannot ensure high detection accuracy because they do not consider diverse vehicle aspect-ratio information sufficiently (Figure1(a) ). To overcome this drawback, a more exhaustive approach is proposed (Feris et al., 2011b) , in which detection responses in not only scale space but also aspect-ratio space are exhaustively investigated (Figure1(b)). Although this has been shown to be quite effective in many applications, it still suffers from two main disadvantages. First, it is not clear how to set optimal aspect-ratio space. Because appropriate aspect-ratio ranges should be determined by expert's experience manually, significant errors can be caused if a camera-view is changed unexpectedly. Second, it is computationally inefficient since classifications should be performed at entire image positions for all scales and aspect-ratios.
The main reason why scale and aspect-ratio space have been adopted for detection is that most of methods focus on training only appearance features of a target object class (Viola and Jones, 2001; Dalal, 2006; Stenger et al., 2006; Perrotton et al., 2011; Felzenszwalb et al., 2010; Feris et al., 2011b) . For instance, in the Feris et al.'s work (Feris et al., 2011b) , the system should examine scale and aspect-ratio factors as many as possible during actual execution times since size information implied in the training set is completely lost in sample normalization procedure to produce a more compact classifier. We address this issue by proposing a new S3W-based image scan strategy. Figure1(c) describes the fundamental concept of the developed method. In our work, classifier evaluations are performed only for several promising vehicle-size patterns inferred from contexts of the given camera scene in real-time. Therefore the proposed approach doesn't require predefined scale and aspect-ratio data.
Our system utilizes three types of scene-specific data structures: 1) a scene-wised vehicle classifier, 2) a region-wised S3W-pattern model and 3) a pixelwised background model. The classifier is created based on the semi-automated learning methodology offline (Feris et al., 2011b) , and the background model is generated when a video stream is started based on multiple-cues during 200 initial frames (Noh and Jeon, 2012) . On the other hand, the S3W-model is constructed and maintained based on the proposed modeling method in real-time.
In Figure2(a), we give an overview of the proposed detection framework. Whenever a frame is captured after the background modeling stage, the proposed system first creates a foreground mask including all moving blobs in the scene (Figure2(b), (Noh and Jeon, 2012) ), and then carries out movingblob analysis to obtain good-cues to train the S3W-model (Figure2(f), Subsection3.1). Next, we conduct S3W-pattern modeling (Figure2(d) , Subsection3.2) and finally detect vehicles in multiple scales and aspect-ratios through the constructed S3W-model (Figure2(e), Subsection3.3).
Moving Blob Analysis
In this work, we focus on the fact that isolated foreground blobs can provide useful information for S3W-pattern modeling. For instance, widths and height values of bounding boxes for isolated blobs shown in Figure3(a) can be effectively utilized to train observable vehicle sizes for a scene. However, interacting blobs, such as blobs merging, occluding each other or split into several parts should be excluded in the modeling stage because it causes inaccurate size data as presented in Figure3(a) .
We designed a practical blob-leveling tracking algorithm described in Table1 to distinguish appropriate blobs and inappropriate blobs for learning. For more specific explanation, let a tracking history (see 1 Input: Blob matching tables 2
• FOR and BACK 4 Output: Tracking histories at time t 5
• In our work, each Tracklet is continuously updated to identify condition of moving blobs until it disappears from the scene. Because the purpose of the proposed tracking technique is not to track object robustly but to identify isolated blobs in a scene, we give up to track moving blobs in merging or splitting events. Instead, a new Tracklet whose ST value is M state or S state is generated (Table1). Actions of moving blobs can be easily examined based on simple blob-matching procedures for sequential frames (Table2). For instance, blobs at time t are backward matched to blobs at time t − 1 in the splitting event (Figure3(c) ), blobs at time t − 1 are forward matched to blobs at time t in the merging event (Figure3(d) ), (Figure3(b) ).
To perform the blob-matching method, we first operate the classical connect component algorithm (Dillencourt et al., 1992 ) on a given foreground mask to label each moving region with blob (t, j) , where t implies time that the input frame is captured and j represents a blob index (Line1-3 in Table2). Then, blob matching procedures are carried out to produce result tables FOR and BACK (Line14-24 in Table2). KLT feature-flow based approach (Fusier et al., 2007 ) is employed to evaluate appearance similarity between two blobs (Line18, 21 in Table2). Next, blobs in F t−1 are associated with blobs in F t based on the blob-level tracking algorithm given in Table1, and finally Tracklets on a road are add, removed or updated according to the corresponding matching table entries (Line6-24 in Table1). These procedures prevent inadequate Tracklets which contain interacting blobs from becoming the normal state. Tracklets with N state are selected as good examplars to train the S3W-model when they are removed if the following condition is satisfied: movedDist ≥ min(W img , H img ) × 0.08 (1) where movedDist, W img and H img means a total moved distance of a Tracklet, image width and image height, respectively. In Figure1(f) , we give several examples of good Tracklet instances.
S3W-pattern Modeling
In the proposed method, the S3W-model is constructed and maintained based a cell-wised sequential clustering algorithm as shown in Figure2(d) , where the cell is an employ grid structure for more compact operation. Let (cx, cy) denotes a cell-coordinate in the adopted grid-system, and W cell and H cell represents the number of the cells in horizontal axis and vertical axis of an image sequence, respectively. In addition, assume that a S3W-pattern model(SPM) is defined as a set of data-structure SP (cx,cy) = {cluster k (cx,cy) |k = 1, . . . , NC (cx,cy) }, in which cluster k (cx,cy) implies the kth involved cluster and NC (cx,cy) means the number of clusters. For each cluster, we continuously update three statistics, i.e., mean vector, covariance matrix and the maximum negative run-length(MNRL) (Kim et al., 2004) . The first two factors are applied to measure Mahalanobis distance(MD) (Mahalanobis and Chandra, 1936) between an input sample and a cluster (Line14 in Table3), and the final factor is utilized to clear non-essential clusters.
For each aux m in a given Tracklet, we first calculate its corresponding cell-coordinate (cx, cy) (Line10-11 in Table3), and then perform the cluster matching process to find the best-matched cluster (Line12-15 in Table3). If there exists a matched cluster, we update its statistics based on the input sample (Line17-18 in Table3). Otherwise, we generate a new cluster containing an input vector, an identity matrix and a zero-value as the initial mean vector, covariance matrix and MNRL value, respectively (Line19-21 in Table3). Here, because an input sample s m is defined as (w m , h m ), mean vectors are also set to be two-dimensional. Whenever 500 aux m instances are trained, non-essential clusters whose MNRL is larger than 500 × 0.1 are removed.
S3W-based Vehicle Detection

Initial Detection
To localize vehicles in unconstrained scales and aspect-ratios, we deform a shape of the sliding window at each image position depending on scenecontext. We start more detailed explanation with defining several notations.
First, let ForeBox, (bx, by) and (bx in , by in ) means a foreground bounding box, left-top coordinate of the ForeBox in an input frame, left-top coordinate of a sliding window in the ForeBox, respectively (Figure4). In addition, assume that w k (cx,cy) , h k (cx,cy) indicates a mean vector of the k th cluster in a SP (cx,cy) (Line4 in Table3). 1 Input: A set AUX in a verified Tracklet 2
• AUX = {aux 1 , . . . , aux NA } 3 Output: A cell-wised S3W-Pattern Model 4
•
• Cell size factor f cell ← 10 7
• Cluster size factor f cluster ← 15 8 [Cell-Wised Sequential Clustering] 9 for m = 1, . . . , NA 10 // Step1: Getting cell-coordinate for aux m 11
ii) Generate a new cluster NC (cx,cy) for s m 22 end for
For each window coordinate (bx in , by in ) in a foreground bounding box, we first calculate the corresponding cell coordinate (cx, cy) through the following equations:
where f cell is the applied cell size factor in Table3. Next, we produce subimages with size (w k (cx,cy) , h k (cx,cy) ) for all clusters in SP (cx,cy) . Each subimage is resized to same size with the trained vehicle classifier, and then classification is conducted. Initial detection responses shown in Figure2(e) are generated by performing these procedures for all possible ForeBox positions. In this work, we represent a detection response for a window whose location is (x, y) and size is (w, h) as a 2-tuple R =< r, score >, where r is a vector (x, y, w, h) T and score is corresponding classification score.
Non-maximum Suppression
In general, sliding windows schemes cause unnecessary multiple overlapped detections. To overcome this drawback, we employ Dalal's non-maximum suppression technique (Dalal, 2006) . In the Dalal's work, non-maximum suppression is treated as a meanshift algorithm based mode seeking problem. More specifically, each initial detection response R i =< r i , score i > (i = 1, . . . , M) is continuously moved at each iteration n until it converges to the locally optimized mode based on the following equations:
where, ED means Euclidean distance between two vectors. Note that a 4 × 4 identity matrix is employed as the bandwidth matrix because we don't take any assumptions on the vehicle size patterns. In Figure2(e), we describe several examples of the local optimized final detection results by green boxes.
EVALUATION
We have conducted systematic experiments on four data sets produced from different view of fixed camera scenes (Figure5(a) ). A set consists of 10,000 training and 5,000 test sequences captured under realroad environments, and involves 50 ground-truth detections located in randomly selected test sequences.
For each test scene, we first train a 48×48 size of vehicle classifier using positive and negative samples extracted from the training sequences offline. The S3W-pattern modeling is operated during the first 10,000 test sequences, and then performance evaluation is performed for the remaining 5,000 frames. More details of the applied scene modeling processes are given in Figure5(a).
To determine whether a detection is correct or not, we utilized the following criteria:
where F p implies pixel-level F-score to quantitatively measure quality of a detection response. We give the definition of F p in the below equation:
where T P, FP and FN are true positives, false positives and false negative positives, respectively (Figure5(b) ). Based on these measures, true detection rate(T DR) and detection hit rate(DHR) for the entire data sets were estimated. In addition, we also calculated average detection quality(ADQ) for all true hit detections to clearly demonstrate the superior performance of the proposed S3W-based technique. The final performance score(FPS) of detection algorithms were defined as the harmonic mean of T DR, DHR and ADQ.
We present qualitative and quantitative results on the original sliding windows based approach (Viola and Jones, 2001; Dalal, 2006 ) and the proposed detection method in Figure5(c) and Figure5(d). For both techniques, same implementation details were applied except for classifier scan strategies. The exhaustive scale and aspect-ratio space based approach (Feris et al., 2011b) was excluded in our experiments because we considered only full-automatic sliding windows schemes.
From the qualitative results, first we can see that the proposed method achieves greatly high detection accuracy based on the scene-specific search window deforming its shape according to appearance of vehicles in scenes. On the other hand, because only scale-spaces are investigated for detection, the original scheme fails to localize a target when its aspect-ratio is largely different from that of the classifier. It is also observed that the original approach show a slightly better detection score than ours in the scene4 (Figure5(e) ) in which insufficient vehicle size patterns were provided for the S3W-modeling during initial 10,000 frames. However we can conclude that the proposed technique outperforms the original one because it ensures much more excellent performance(FPS) with smaller numbers of classifier evaluations(#CE) on average (Figure5(d) ).
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have presented a novel vehicle detection method based on a scene-specific sliding window(S3W) technique. Our method does not exhaustively investigate sub-image hypothesises for all possible scales and aspect-ratios, but classify actually observable vehicle size patterns only. Whenever a frame is captured, the proposed system first creates a foreground mask including all moving blobs in the scene (Noh and Jeon, 2012) , and then conducts moving-blob analysis to get good-cues to train S3W-patterns. Next, procedures for S3W-modeling are carried out, and finally multiple scales and aspectratios of vehicles are localized precisely. Experimental results have demonstrated superior performance to the conventional method. However, we found that the proposed method can cause some false detections in the severely curved regions of the road. In such case, because intra-class variations due to viewpoint changes become much larger, not only sizepatterns but also classifiers should be trained scenespecifically. To accomplish this goal, we need to develop moving direction based classifier learning methodologies. 
